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Abstract
Background Viral particles have been shown to aerosolize into insufflated gas during laparoscopic surgery. In the operating 
room, this potentially exposes personnel to aerosolized viruses as well as carcinogens. In light of circumstances surrounding 
COVID-19 and a concern for the safety of healthcare professionals, our study seeks to quantify the volumes of gas leaked 
from dynamic interactions between laparoscopic instruments and the trocar port to better understand potential exposure to 
surgically aerosolized particles.
Methods A custom setup was constructed to simulate an insufflated laparoscopic surgical cavity. Two surgical instrument 
use scenarios were examined to observe and quantify opportunities for insufflation gas leakage. Both scenarios considered 
multiple configurations of instrument and trocar port sizes/dimensions: (1) the full insertion and full removal of a laparo-
scopic instrument from the port and (2) the movement of the scope within the port, recognized as “dynamic interaction”, 
which occurs nearly 100% of the time over the course of any procedure.
Results For a 5 mm instrument in a 5 mm trocar, the average volume of gas leaked during dynamic interaction and full 
insertion/removal scenarios were 43.67 and 25.97 mL of gas, respectively. Volume of gas leaked for a 5 mm instrument in 
a 12 mm port averaged 41.32 mL and 29.47 for dynamic interaction vs. instrument insertion and removal. Similar patterns 
were shown with a 10 mm instrument in 12 mm port, with 55.68 mL for the dynamic interaction and 58.59 for the instru-
ment insertion/removal.
Conclusions Dynamic interactions and insertion/removal events between laparoscopic instruments and ports appear to con-
tribute to consistent leakage of insufflated gas into the OR. Any measures possible taken to reduce OR gas leakage should be 
considered in light of the current COVID-19 pandemic. Minimizing laparoscope and instrument removal and replacement 
would be one strategy to mitigate gas leakage during laparoscopic surgery.
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Clinicians working on the frontlines have continued to adapt 
to the ever-changing environment that is living and working 

during the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite the many precau-
tions that clinicians have taken against COVID-19, there are 
almost 10,000 healthcare workers that have been diagnosed 
with coronavirus as of April 17th, 2020, and at least half of 
these were contracted through patient contact [1].

In light of these historic events, many surgical organi-
zations including the Society of American Gastrointestinal 
and Endoscopic Surgeons (SAGES), the European Asso-
ciation of Endoscopic Surgery (EAES), the American 
College of Surgeons (ACS), and many others have issued 
recommendations to postpone elective surgeries [2–8]. In 
addition to these recommendations, SAGES encourages 
the use of minimally invasive surgery and robotic surgery 
techniques whenever possible. Implementing minimally 
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invasive surgical techniques help reduce hospital stay time 
for patients, allowing a greater capacity of empty beds for 
the treatment of COVID-19 while simultaneously minimiz-
ing clinician exposure to potentially contagious patients [2]. 
Extreme intervention efforts are being made in the medi-
cal community to mitigate healthcare worker exposure to 
the contagious virus, with notable focus on exposure in the 
Operating Room (OR) [9].

Aerosolized viral particles in surgery

While the use of minimally invasive surgery is thought to 
mitigate the exposure of clinicians to contagious patients 
compared to other clinical settings, it is not without risk! 
Greater concentrations of coronavirus particles have been 
found in peritoneal fluid than in the respiratory tract, which 
demonstrates a previously unknown risk to surgeons and 
their staff during surgery [10]. The laparoscopic environ-
ment also lends itself to the aerosolization of tissue particles. 
Specifically, the use of certain laparoscopic instrumenta-
tion such as the ultrasonic scalpel, electrocautery, and laser 
ablation have been shown to aerosolize tissue particles into 
smoke during surgery [11]. Furthermore, active viral parti-
cles have been shown to aerosolize via the same mechanism. 
Even more concerning is the fact that this space is not yet 
well-understood or -explored, as few studies have been per-
formed to understand this issue at levels sufficient enough 
to garner strong understanding and scope of the potential 
problem [11–17]. However, those few studies have shown 
that viruses such as Hepatitis B and HPV have been shown 
to aerosolize in the smoke evacuated during laparoscopic 
surgery as well as during open surgery [11, 18–25]. The 
known aerosolization of these other viruses combined with 
several new articles documenting COVID-19 in the perito-
neal fluid have led numerous international surgical societies 
to encourage exercising caution when performing minimally 
invasive surgery [2–8].

In addition to evacuated smoke, there is evidence to sug-
gest that leaked  CO2 gas from the insufflation of the pneu-
moperitoneum could contain aerosolized virus particles 
[11]. This leaked  CO2 may contain viral particles as shown 
in the previous studies, suggesting a serious concern to the 
health and safety of clinical professionals in the OR, espe-
cially given the growing concern regarding the potential 
aerosolization of coronavirus particles [2, 3, 11, 18, 19, 21, 
22, 26]. Due to the highly contagious nature of COVID-19, 
and our relative lack of understanding of its mode of trans-
mission via aerosolization, Kwak et al. [18] further recom-
mend that any measures taken to minimize gas leakage dur-
ing laparoscopic surgery should be considered for the safety 
of operating room healthcare providers. Relevant studies of 
coronavirus concerning the aerosolization of COVID-19 and 

infection of surgeons or other medical staff through these 
aerosols remain relatively unexplored, but the issue contin-
ues to be a growing concern [15, 27–30]. Further support 
of this notion is the fact that both SAGES and the EAES 
strongly recommend the considered use of devices capable 
of ultra-filtration regarding released  CO2 and smoke due to 
the concern for aerosolized COVID-19 particles [2].

As shown, even with limited data surrounding this prob-
lem, there is significant concern among surgical societies 
and operating rooms across the globe. Although data is lim-
ited, numerous studies suggest reducing exposure to lapa-
roscopic gases in order to mitigate exposure of COVID-19, 
and other viruses, to operating room personnel [31–34]. As 
such, it is clear that more research is needed in these areas 
to help understand and quantify potential exposure concerns 
in the OR.

Need for more research to accurately 
quantify the problem

While these suggestions attempt to address concerns (pri-
marily) regarding “controlled” gas leakage, there are a num-
ber of uncontrolled gas leak mechanisms that have been pos-
tulated by the medical community, yet also remain relatively 
unexplored, around the trocar port and through instrument 
changes. Early stage studies have shown prominent atten-
tion given to gas leakage through the trocar (port) [2, 35]. 
And no data currently exists in literature that attempts to 
quantify gas leakage during instrument use and exchange, 
despite the fact the literature shows that such events are 
overly abundant in every laparoscopic procedure [36–38]. 
More work is needed to better understand the level of risk 
of clinician safety in today’s OR to guide us to a safer OR of 
the future around this rising issue, brought to the forefront of 
people’s minds during this global COVID-19 pandemic. The 
proposed study focuses on better quantifying gas leakage 
regarding instrument–port related events in order to better 
understand potential risks to today’s OR clinicians.

Materials and methods

IRB approval was not required for this study. The report 
details a test setup and results evaluating the gas leaked 
while simulating realistic scenarios happening during a lapa-
roscopic surgery using two size trocar configurations, 5 mm 
and 12 mm trocar ports (Applied Medical Kii Balloon Blunt 
Tip System 12 × 100 mm & Applied Medical Kii Balloon 
Blunt Tip System 5 × 100 mm; Ranch Santa Margarita, CA), 
and two laparoscopic instruments, laparoscopes measuring 
5 mm (Stryker 502-555-030; Kalamazoo, MI) and 10 mm 
(Richard Wolf 8934-442 Panoview; Vernon Hills, IL) each.
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Test setup

A photo of the benchtop test setup can be seen in Fig. 1 
[39]. The setup uses a compressor (California Air Tools 
CAT-1P1060S; San Diego, CA) combined with a regulator 
(30222 Fairchild Model 30 Compact Precision Regulator; 
Winston-Salem, NC) and pressure gauge (General Elec-
tric Druck DPI 104-IS; Leicester, UK) to simulate a lapa-
roscopic insufflator to maintain a consistent and reliable 
pressure. The regulator has an on/off valve that controls 
the flow of compressed air to a mass flow meter (Model 
FMA1820A; Norwalk, CT) that is used to measure the 
leak flow rate of the system and records data via a data 
logger.

Next, gas travels to an insufflation chamber, comprised 
of a plastic tube with an elastic seal at the proximal end 
to mimic compliant tissue through which a trocar port 
is placed for testing. Data were logged using a National 
Instrument NI4350 data logger. The insufflation chamber 
was made using a 1 ft PVC tubing, on which the distal end 
was connected to a compliant rubber tubing from which to 
maintain insufflation pressure and monitor any insufflation 
gas leakage.

The simulated benchtop pressure-management system 
essentially performs the same function as a laparoscopic 
insufflation system, proving quite adequate as simulated 
OR equipment. The plastic tube of the insufflation cavity is 
rigid (unlike a patient’s abdomen) and the thin elastic seal is 
notably compliant (though not quite as compliant as human 
tissue). While this is a shortcoming compared to testing in 

Fig. 1  Physical benchtop and 
diagram outlining experimental 
setup and correlating setup in an 
OR environment
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a real patient or cadaver model, the benchtop setup is still 
sufficient enough to yield functional results surrounding data 
trends. Limitations of the benchtop experiment could be 
improved in future iterations but suffice for this exploratory 
experiment that aims to determine potential health hazards 
for clinicians in today’s OR.

Exploratory test configurations are outlined in Table 1 for 
instrument–port sizes and combinations. Shorthand for lapa-
roscopic instrument levels are designated by “L” followed by 
dimension (i.e. 5 mm instrument level henceforth known as 
L5 and 10 mm as L10). Shorthand for trocar port levels are 
designated by “T” followed by dimension (i.e. 5 mm trocar 
port level henceforth known at T5, and 12 mm as T12).

The desired trocar configuration was inserted into the 
elastic seal end of the PVC pipe. The full length of the trocar 
was inserted creating a seal around the inner dimeter port 
the outer diameter of the trocar stem, simulating a best-case 
scenario seen in laparoscopic surgery between the port and 
tissue. Once the desired configuration was setup up the fol-
lowing steps were followed for each clinical situation. A 
“null” (i.e. trocar-only) configuration was tested to under-
stand potential trocar port or elastic seal-trocar port inter-
action leakage. Such data was used to confirm that the test 
setup was capable of sustaining pressure to ensure the test 
setup had no leaks before instrument–port interaction was 
initiated.

Test procedure for each use case scenario

Each configuration and use case included in this study was 
designed to simulate typical events observed in today’s lapa-
roscopic OR. The Null configuration scenario was used to 

simulate a trocar port placed in a patient without any instru-
ment being used with that port at a specific time. While 
this configuration is not common during surgery (no human 
instrument or scope driver is often “perfectly still”), it might 
be representative in nature (though not in number) to robotic 
surgeries, where a robot is able to hold a scope near-per-
fectly still. This configuration also doubled as a baseline test 
for the experimental setup. The Dynamic Instrument–Port 
Interaction scenario represented a common use case where a 
clinician might be moving a laparoscope, cutters, cautery, or 
other such elongated instrument within a trocar to perform 
surgery. Essentially, in laparoscopic and robotic surgeries, 
instruments are nearly constantly moving and interacting 
with trocar ports/valves, suggesting that these results indi-
cate a real-time representation of OR instrument usage. 
The Instrument Full Insertion/Removal scenario was used 
to simulate an instrument exchange or other such removal 
and/or insertion event, which is commonly experienced dur-
ing laparoscopy for each and every case. For example, scope 
removals are often performed to clean the lens, and instru-
ments are commonly removed to achieve access through a 
different port or to exchange them out for a new instrument 
[36, 37, 40–43]. Each instrument–port configuration also 
helped to represent a few different levels of such combina-
tions seen in today’s OR.

(1) Null configuration scenario:

1. Open valve and stabilize insufflation chamber pres-
sure.

2. Rotate valve counterclockwise to the closed position 
to depressurize chamber.

3. Confirm stable pressure remains and no leaks are 
present in the test setup.

(2) Dynamic Instrument–Port Interaction scenario:

1. Insert laparoscopic instrument by ¾ of its full length 
through the port (~ 9 inches) (Fig. 2).

Table 1  Test configurations [39] Test 
configu-
ration

Instrument 
size (mm)

Port 
size 
(mm)

1 5 5
2 5 12
3 10 12

Fig. 2  Dynamic instrument–port interaction setup with 3 inch offset from full device insertion
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2. Open valve and stabilize insufflation chamber pres-
sure.

3. Insert remaining partial length, approximately 3 
inches, of the laparoscopic instument until it bot-
toms out on the trocar.

4. Wait approximately 10 s for pressure to stabilize.
5. Remove the instrument partially 3 inches.
6. Wait approximately 10 s for pressure to stabilize.
7. Repeat steps 3–6 two more times.
8. Wait 5 s for pressure to stabilize.

(3) Instrument Full Insertion/Removal scenario:

1. Open valve and stabilize insufflation chamber pres-
sure.

2. Rotate valve counterclockwise to the closed position 
to depressurize chamber.

3. Fully insert the laparoscopic instrument through the 
port.

4. Wait approximately 10 s for pressure to stabilize.
5. Fully remove the laparoscopic instrument from the 

port.
6. Wait approximately 5 s for the pressure to stabilize.

Results

Null configuration scenario

5 mm and 12 mm trocar ports were used for each configura-
tion (n = 1 device and n = 3 trials per configuration). Results 
confirm that both ports have negligible gas leaks when inte-
grated with the test setup. The 5 mm port registered an aver-
age 0.02 L/min leak rate, while the 12 mm port registered 
no leak. While the reason for the small 5 mm leak could be 
attributed to either (1) a manufacturing/device design trait 
or (2) a test setup interaction with the port, the result of a 
negligible leak remains consistent and the setup was shown 
to be highly reliable.

Dynamic instrument–port interaction scenario

The dynamic instrument–port interaction scenario 
involved three advancement and retraction events per 
trial and was performed for each instrument–port con-
figuration (n = 3 trials per configuration). Figure 3 shows 
graphs displaying results for both individual and averaged 

Fig. 3  Gas leaked during dynamic interaction of instrument–port devices. Best viewed in color
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trials. T5–L5 averaged 43.67 mL of leaked gas per trial 
while T12–L5 and T12–L10 averaged 41.32  mL and 
55.68 mL of leaked gas, respectively.

Instrument full insertion/removal scenario

The laparoscopic instrument full insertion/removal 
scenario outlined above was performed for each instru-
ment–port configuration, with additional trials performed 
in comparison with previous test configurations in an 
attempt to counteract additional noise variables experi-
enced for this protocol (n = 10 trials per configuration). 
Graphs observed in Fig. 4 show results for individual 
and averaged trials. Test configuration combinations 
show different levels of gas leakage for simulated instru-
ment insertion and removal events: T5–L5 = 25.97 mL, 
T12–L5 = 29.47 mL, and T12–L10 = 58.59 mL.

Discussion

Insufflation leakage during laparoscopic surgery has become 
a prevalent topic of conversation in surgical societies around 
the globe in light of the COVID-19 outbreak. The data pre-
sented quantifies the amount of potential leakage that may 
be attributed to instrument interactions with the trocar port, 
including typical surgical dynamic use as well as insertion/
removal events during laparoscopic surgery.

Specifically, for the full insertion/removal scenario, 
once the instrument was inserted into the trocar flow rate 
began to increase after initial leakage from opening of 
the trocar port valve occurred, and then stabilizes with 
a stationary instrument. This suggests that a stationary 
instrument inside the trocar port still produces a con-
stant gas leak. Then, as the instrument was removed, the 
flow rate appears to reach a peak, demonstrating a higher 
amount of gas leakage during dynamic port valve inter-
action with instrumentation (further supported by data 
from the Dynamic Instrument–Port Interaction protocol). 

Fig. 4  Gas leaked during insertion and removal of a laparoscopic instrument through a trocar. Best viewed in color
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After the instrument was fully removed, the flow rate then 
approaches its baseline as the trocar port valve is allowed 
to fully seal again since no instrumentation is present 
to keep it open. Data from this study show that instru-
ment interaction with a trocar port, especially consider-
ing instrument–port dynamic interaction/motion as well 
as full instrument insertion and removal events, stands to 
produce gas leakage across 5 mm and 10 mm instruments 
in 5 mm and 12 mm trocars. Further work should consider 
additional levels of instrumentation-port interactions and 
configurations regarding different laparoscopic instrument 
motions and sizes/dimensions. Additionally, similar test-
ing of instrument–port interactions in a clinical setting 
would more directly show the amount of gas leaked dur-
ing a surgery from this leakage source and should further 
look to understand volumes of aerosolized viral particles 
exposed to the OR environment during surgery to better 
understand potential instances of exposure to airborne 
particulates. In addition, only “insufflation pressures” of 
15 mmHg were tested. This is a common pressure used 
during laparoscopic surgery [44]. Currently, recommenda-
tions from surgical societies such as SAGES that consider 
decreasing leakage include using lower intra-abdominal 
pressures when technically possible. It is possible that 
higher or lower insufflation pressures could affect results. 
Additionally, the test setup might benefit from additional 
alterations to more closely overcome the limitations dis-
cussed in ‘Materials and methods’ of this article.

Further extrapolation of the presented data can be con-
sidered for insufflation leakage estimated to be released 
during 1 h of laparoscopic surgery (Table 2). The dynamic 
port–instrumentation interaction over 1 h of operating time 
may be estimated at over 2000 mL for the proposed configu-
rations. For a typical laparoscopic operation with four ports, 
this translates to the same volume as 4 two-liter bottles of 
soda, potentially containing aerosolized contaminants, being 
released into the OR environment from the patient’s surgical 
cavity. Instrument insertion and removal events (conserva-
tively estimated at 6 events/h in the OR) appear to release 
additional potentially harmful gas volumes equal to 1–2 cans 
of twelve ounce sodas [43]. Using an average of 6 instru-
ment removals per hour, results from this study might then 
suggest a range of 324–684 mL of potentially contaminated 
gases released during 1 h of surgery (i.e. roughly one or two 
12 oz cans of soda).

There are opportunities to stop the leakage of gases dur-
ing laparoscopic surgery in order to protect the OR team 
from potential viral exposures. This experiment demon-
strates that both dynamic instrument interaction with the 
trocar and instrument insertion and removal will contribute 
leaked gas into the operating room. Concerns for expos-
ing clinical personnel to COVID-19 significantly reduced 
elective surgery around the globe for months while COVID 
restrictions were put in place, which had huge economic 
impact to hospitals across the world; Ascension, which has 
150 hospitals, posted a loss of $2.7 billion in the first quarter 
[45]. Products that allow for reduction of laparoscope and 
laparoscopic instrument removal would eliminate the need 
to remove the scope and intstruments during surgery and 
have significant impact on decreasing gas leakage. Addition-
ally, modifications to the ports could result in decreasing 
leakage when the instruments are being used. In light of 
COVID-19 and the expressed danger that may be inherent 
in laparoscopic surgery due to aerosolized viral particles, 
serious consideration should be given to new technologies 
or strategies that minimize risk to the clinicians caring for 
these patients.
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